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Rational,Budgetingl__The_Stanford Case

Abstract

The budgetsdecisionreaking process at StInford University during the 1970s

was said to be rational, althdugh both theory and other empirical studies

suggested it was more likely political or bureaucratic. Using Simon's theory

of bounded rationality and an organizational level of analysis, the Stanford

decision procesS was tested for its rationality through triangulation,, mixing

qualitative and,quintitative methods. Although the result's suggest that the

process was rational, when taker in.the context of 'other university budget

'studies alternative conclusiong appear more supportable. First, dedision

processes probably conform to more than one theoretical model. Second, decisign

/
2cess and decision outcome may be Independen that one cannot be

predicted frdiathe other':
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Rational decisionthaicing is generally conceded to be a normative ideal,

but not susceptible to practice. It is thought to'be unrealistic because

rational theory prescribes an ordered sequence of events that cannot be

followed in real decisions, and because it requires powers of search and

comprehension that human beings do not have for most decision problems of

typical complexity ( Cyert andMarch 1963; Cyert, Simon, and Trow 1956;

George 1975; Nutt 1976; and Simon 1955 and\1976).

Because of such implementationproblems, actual decision 'processes are.

rarely described as rational. However, in at least one case, yariicipants in

and observers of an annual decision process that reoccurred for almost ten .

years believedthai it was rational (George 1980, PoultOn 19'79). The process
..s,

. , .

.
.

was allocation of.general fundl-to academic departMents Ot Stanford University
-.

during the 1970s. The belief that it was rational is difficult'tq accept for

three reasons, one of which is the implementation problems described above.

Second, Stanford's resources were scarce during the 1970s, with a 16 million

budget reduction 'campaign

political behavior -rather

in progress, and scarcity is thought to, induce

than rationality (Bills and Mahoney 1978, Rubin

1977): Third, university budgeting on other campuses has been shown to be,

pottical and bureaucratic (Pfeffeg and'Salancik 1974, Hills and-Mahoney 1978,
,

.

and Pfeffer and Moore 1980). The purpose of this 'studyy is to test whether

Stanford's budget decision process inthe 19708 was rational. "/

In order to place the study in its appropriate intellectual context and

4

to plan a viable research design, several decisions were in order'that might

have been self-evidett.in a less confused and multi-faceted domain. TIie

e-_
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literature on decisionmaking is'vast, having 'aizable components within such

varied disciplines as economics, operations research, political science,

pdychology, social psychology, sociology, business policy, and- organizational

behavior. 1Therefore:, the term "rational decisionmaking" might properly evoke

'images pf diverse levels of analysis (individual, collective, group, arid,

organization), several categories of operational variables (such as decision-

rules, orgailizationa.1 structure, longitudinal processes; or cognitive

functions), and a host of definitions of:rationality, ranging from thformal,

;

precise,. technical version of-the economist to, the 'tvague connotations of

sensibility and reasonableness of the layioerson -(see, for example, Diesing

1962 and Garfinkel 1960).
\

,
. ,

A,

. Mapping the terrain of rational,decisionmaking'is,beyond the scope of

this paper, and it has not been done elsewhere. The scope and ambiguity of

that terrain require that researchers defide precisely what they purport to

undertake,jand that their work .be evaluated for what it is, and the Sppropriate-

ness of that, rather thanfor what it is not.
9

Specifically, this is a'study of the decision process used by an

organization. The purpose is to determine the extent to which that Procespf

conformedto a selected theory orrational choice. Because it is a'study of

decision process,several,stepvin decisionmaking and patterns of interaction

4

, among participants over time will be examined; The.phenomenon is dynamic, not

static. Because it is a study of organizational decisionmaking, thercognitive,

proceSses of a single individual are not the'focus; rather, we will examine

the nature of the interactions among several individual's. Because its a

,study nk rational choice, it is rational theory that directs the Identification

of the stages,addinteiaOtion patterns in the organization. The theory
A .

A

5
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selected is a be avioral model, called bounded. rationality, proposed by Simon

* Y
(1955, 1976, 1979)." Simon deloPe d,boilnded rationality as a realistic

4

.

. .

arternatiVe to economic rationality. '' t

6 ,.

These research decisions suggest that the propdr theoretical frame of
. f

..
reference is Simon's bounded'rationality in the context of organilational

'decisionmaking. The empirical context is other Studies of rational decision-

making at the organizational level of analysis, and the methodological back-

ground

-
is processual.

4-tir

Literature Review

. Many organization-level theories of decisionmaking'have titen proposed.
,___ t h. .

Political' science prbvides models of partisan mbtual adjustpent (Lindblom.
- ,

;959), multiple adovcacy (George 1975), and governmental politics (Allison

1971), among others. Collegiality is widely known, ,its parameters for higher

education described by Millet, (1962). The bureaucratic model was presented

first by Weber (1947)% with subsequent variations such as AlIidon's organizaL

a.
tional process model (1971). One of the newer models is brganized anarchy

(Cohen and Narch"1974).

I

These models can be clustered"by type, With headings such as rational,

. ,- . . ,

'political, bureaucratic, consensual, or'loosely coupled systems. It is the

classoT rational models that is-of interest here.

Rational decisionmakimg., Clas sic economic rationality underlies.the

theory of ,t rm, asserting two basic assumptions: that firms have a.

specific goal-(prOfit maximization) and that firms operate wi th perfect know-
,. - .

. .
.- %

ledge of alternatives and consquendes (Cyert and.Narch 1963, 8).- Nutt (1976)

4
calls the economic model ':normative decisiOn theory," listing ,these as.its .

tti \ "

6



key assumptions: goals are known, needed information is obtainable!, adequate

resources are available, prediction is feasible, effects are judged according

,to criteria, and cause-effect relations are known (p. 86). :7-This version of IP'

rationality is criticized for two major problems: the motivational and

cognitive assumptions of the-theory are unrealistic-, and the firm in theory is

much-less complex than the firm in practice(Cyert,and March 1963, 8).

Simon relaxed some of these assumptions in creating bounded rationality,

primarily by alloying the choosing organism to select a satisfactory alterna-

tive rather than the'single best alternative. Nutt'd version of Simon's

A

theory is- called behavioral.decision theory, withstheseassumptions: goals

are inferrable through damainedecisions, alternatives cannot be completely .

known, some predictions' can be made but not all of them, and resources interact

, with decision,processes (1976, 86). This model describes what "skillful

decisionmakers often fry to do when grappling' with complex decisions" (Nutt

19761 p9). March comment's that bound,,d rationality his come to be widely-

recognized "both as an accurate portrayal of much choice behavior andas a

normatively sensible adjustment to the costs and character of information

gathering and processing by huma beings" (1978, 589): 1The references that

,

aupport_March's statement, however, are not studies of organitational decision

processes - -they are studies from mathhematicnd operations_research.

Empirical studies. The rational actor model proposed by Allison (1971)v

is based on Simon's bounded rationality. Allison defined rational:decision-

making to consist of four eliments: goals, alternatives, consequences, and

salbction of those'alternatives whose consequences rank highest among the
.

decisionmaker's 'values. Alliign used these elements lo examine rationality .

40

thrpugli a qualitative, historical analysis of theCuban missile ciisis-

7
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decisions, and Well (1977) used Allison's model for a study of North Viet-

namese foreign policy, combining quantitative and qualitative analyses.
ti

Other studies ofratidnal decisionmaking at the organizational level of

analysis have used other models of rationality: Cyert, Simon, and TTOW (1956).

used a case analysi6 of the decision to buy electronic data processing hard-

ware to illustrate (a),the inadequacies of the classic rational decision

.

, -mode/. and (b) that an =structured decision process ciiyld be programmed.
t

Carter (1971) used the, behavioral theory of the firm that was proposed by Cy.ert

and March (1963) to study six top-level corporateiplanning decisions. The

Cyert and March model was combined with Cohen and March's organized anarchy.

(1974) in a:Stuay of university budget decisiOndaking under stress (Rubin
.,.

<
. )

1977. Personnel, decipionmaking in public agencies was
st 4,

studied quantitatively
.

.
, ,.

on the basis of participant survey databy Nalbandian and Klinger (1980).
,

1'
.

These authors equatedrationality with computational strategy, which is

1
.

.
.

.f expected when participants agree on organizational goalwand on the means to

achieve them (Thompson 1967). Finally, Skok (1980) produced a study of State

budget decisionthaking that compared incrementalism with rational-comprehensive

budgeting, defining the latter as zero - based, data-influenced choice.

*. N$..

The only common element in these ..stedies is that they dealt withwhat

each called rational decisionmaking at.the organizational level'of analysis.

They differ substantially in the kinds of .decisions they e4aminsd, the kinds

1
of organizational, ettings they used, the ways. they defined rationality, and

their empirical methods:. Only two '(?Alison 1971 and Weil 1977), expligitA,

tested for the extent to which a 'rational decision model genetally character

,fzed the behavior of actors in ,an organization with respect to 'a specific

decision. The others examined the extent. to which selected rational behaviors

fa.
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(search for information,, computation, criteria for evaluating options) 'were"`-

used. The two studies that are most similar to

finding: decisions do not correspond neatly to

vary both within and across levels of analysis.

Research Method

this one shared a single major

a single decision model--they

A
. 4 . p

The two major methodological problems in studying organiiational decision

processes are -(1) participants are not a good source of data and ,(2) the target

ds a moving pne--a process that unfplds over time and is composed of diverse

elements.

With regard to the first problem, Nisbet and Wilson (1977) reviewed a
4

large number of studies, concluding that individualp have little or no ability

to report their cognitive preferences accurately. What is reported is usually

based on some implicit theory or past behiVior, not on true preferences.

Since the study of rational decisionmaking depends in part upon matching

choice behavior with prior preferences, the fact that there is a weak

correlation between reported self-insight and objective choices (,Slovic and

Lichtenstein 101), and that the 'theories in people's, heads frequently So not

matckthe theories they act upon (Argyris and Sphon 1978, Van Maanen 1979)

a Oroblenr-how doeg one identify true prior preferences, rather than

post-hoc justifications? 'The problem is confounded by the normative value of

rationa pcisionmaking--when asked, people are likely tcbias their responses.

toward the appearance'of rationality because it is widely pieferred.

A research method that is variously called policy capturing (Slovic and

Lichtenstein 1971), judgment analysis Otohrbtugh 1978), or multi-attfibute

theory (Huber 1974) helps solve this problem. Respondents are presented with

4
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. hypothetical choices. The choices are set up so that analyzing the respOnses.

,---'

allows one to see the tradeoffs made and thereby,establish the preference

fdnction of the respondents. In the case of budget-research, where red].

decisions have measurable outcomes, hypothetical problems are not required. If

l
.-

.

the implicit tradeoff characteristics of the alternatives can also be measured,

policy-capturing research can use actual field data.

.asiomm,

This was the approach used in three previous university, budget studies

(Pfeffer and Salancik 1974, Hillq and Mahoney 1978, Pfeffer and Moore 1980).

The authors.regressed-each department's share of the annual operating budget

on each department's score for a quantitative variable'that represented a

decisipn model/ In one case, for example, the authors used Vtudent credit

hours as a measure of the bureaucratic model and faculty re esentation on

_university policy coLitties as a measure of the political del. This

approach is based on the fact that each decision model has a rule by which'one

alternative is chosen rather than another. In the bureaucratic model,` the rul

is automatic fair-share allocation based on workload; in the political model,

the rule is allocating more resources to more powerful parties. Viewing the

organization anthropomorphically, the method of previous budget studies tested

'.'the organization's value structure by policy capturing, asking the qdestion,

"Did the organization allocate resources by a bureaucratic decision rule, or

by a political decision rule?"

Policy capturing will be used. here, but one additional feature is

required in order to test for rationality. In the rational model, unlike thO\

bureaucratic and politialkmodels, the decision rule is to maximize a

situation-specific set of values. Therefore, before policy capturing an

used here, a specific set of budget-related values held at Stanford during the

10
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1970s will have to be identified.

*Foiicy.;capturing does not solve the, second problem--how to analyze the

stages and events of the dynamic decision process. First, the stages as they

are prescribed by theory must be identified; then a methpd or method's must be

devised for determining whether Stanford exhibited thOse behaviors. As

previousliy stated, we will use the stages of bounded rationality from Simon

(1955),, but as operationalized by Allison--who notes that his model is more

stringent; closer to economic rationality. than is Simon's (1971, 288). The

Allison* del is, in fact, similar:to-a descriptionof economic rationality

in Cyert, Simon, and Trow (1956).

The .stages are outlined in table 1. The elements that must be, present

for rational decisionmaking are goals that are known before the decision is

made, an extensive set of alternatives from which to choose, consequenbes

that are.reasonably well-understood, and a choice that satisfies the

preferencds. implicit inthif list is a .chronologital order, requiring
o

priMarily that goals be available early and that deliberation on alternatives

and consequences precede choice.

Next,,the research method required observable criteria for these stages,A. ,

which are also presented inktable,1. If these criteria are Satisfied by:

various kinds of evidence, to be disposed below,-then the Stanford budget

process is inferred to exhibit the correspobding elements of the rational

model. The study required that the provost, who directed Stanford's budget
.

process, show evidence of a consistent set of budget allocation priorities

throughoUt the decade of the study (prior goals); that he show evidence of

considering a wide range of-expendit-urealternatives simultaneously rather

than sequentiallysequentially (extensive alternatives* with opportunity for tradeoff

A



analysis); that he make budget decisions himself, with information for each

.9

request about its likely effects and costs (understood consequences); and that

his choices be consistent with his prior goals (satisficing choice).

An eclectic research mei od is required to handle the diversity in these

criteria. Theapproa chram s to triangulation (Webb et al: 1966 Denzin

1978, Campbell'and,Fiske in,which.the convergence of two methods

.

. . . enhances our belief that the, results are valid and not a methodological

artifaot" (Bouchard 1976, 268), Wherever possible, the strategy was'to use

multiple methods forAnalyzing these multiple traits of the rational model.

In addition, simply having_dilpded the'rational model into four separately

tested'elements ensures four tests for the model.

There-are two major coficerns.in triangulation. One is how to recogni)t

when evidence has converged, given the likerihood that evidence will be

ambiguous or necessarily, incomplete. The other is assigning relative weights

or values tep ieces of evidence ()lick l§79). Is one drcument more conVincing

than another because of its source? Is content analysis more persuasive than

survey results? Both of these concerns must be dealt with as a matter of
,

judgments.

,

Om goal of tria ngulation is to balance quantitative and 'qualitative

data. In so doing one has the advantage of numerical resulta,, which ca ee

subiected to standard procedural safeguards and thereby achieve replicable

.A

and relatively dbjective results, and one also fiat-Me-advantage of,substantial

4

firabrhand knowledge of.how the process works; with which richer interpietations

of both Kinds of data can be developed than,is feasible with quantitative data

.

Table 2 shows the methods of testing each of the four criteria.

Qualitative analysis for the first two criteria includes simple assessments
_

12.
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of written documents (looki4, for example, for the answer to the question,

"Did the provost state his goals earlyln the 1970s, and was he consistent in

reiterating those goals?") and particiPant obser(Tation during the last two

years of the decade primarily to verify that the sequence of events wasr'he

represented in written documentation. Quantitative analyses included simply

counting expenditure requests, content analysis, and a complex policy-capturing

regression analysis.

The study focused on allocations of general funds in the operating budget

to thirty-eight academic departments at Stanford during 1970 through 1979. The

provost and jrimary decisionmaker was William F. Miller. The departments were

members. of the Schools.of:Humanities'and Sciences, Engineering, andEarth

Sciences, excluding only the departments in those schools-that did.not exist

for the entire ten-year period. Four.other schools at Stanford Caere excluded

'because none of the four was subdivided into academic departments and two of

the four received funds in a special budget process that was unlike the one

under A*4. -

Results

Criterion 1: 'Goals. The.first criterion required that the provost have

a consistent set of priorities regarding eat he was interested in funding

from the operating budget, and'that he express'itearly in --his term and

consistently throughout the 1970s. Ina 1972 report, Miller listed these

11

"principal elements that enter a decisiolphout the future ofa prbgram:
4

r
1. academic importance,

2. student interest,

3. possibility for excellence in the program, and

4.. funding potential (1972b, 3).

/3
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These items are reiterated as four necessary conditions of a program in the

draft of a document on the budget process prepared by Miller's vice provost

(Bacchetti, 26 July 1972). In a 1975 letter, Miller identified them as the

four criteria he had often expressed for establishment of a program (6 January

. .

1975)., Miller used two of the four in both internal and public justifications.

for eliminating the department of architeCture (3 Juni 1975, 20 July 1975).

' .Later, he called the four items fundaMental criteria for judging academic

programs (1978). Miller explicitly applied the four criteria to his annual

budget decisions both in the "Operating Budget Guidelines" (1975) and in a

later interview (25 July 1980). Although there is some4indication that Miller

intended to use two of the four criteria--acadeMic importance and'funding

potentialless for budget decibtada and Mort forwlecisions about starting

or terminating a program (1978, 1980),' he generally seems to have intendeA

416.

these four criteria to guide his decisions about allocating general funds in

the operating budgets. This frequent and consistent reiteration appears to

satisfy the first criterion for the rational model.

.Criterion 2: Alternatives. Second, Ina rational process the provost

would simultaneously consider a wide array of spending alternatives every

year. The key terms to be tested are"simultaneously" and "wide array." The

..

test is silified by the fact that.the chronology of budgeting events each

year remained essentially the same throughout Miller's term of office.

In a memo to the president, Miller'stated his intention to "form a

protocol here that wilt require the studies within each of the Schools of

enrollment, retirement, etc." (5 October 1971)., A memo to Miller from

Vice Provost Bacchetti (29 February 1972) outlines a chronology of events

for operating budget decisions. This same chronology is reiterated in the

14
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1973 and 1974%Protocolletters from Miller,to the deans (4 October 1973,

21 October 1974) and in every edition of the annual booklet called "Operating

Bildget Guidelines" published from 1973 through 1980. The amnia' sequence of

events was-retarkably stable throughout the decade; the question la, did it
1

4

allow for simultaneous consideration of a wide array of alternatives?

"Each of these chronologies shows an eighteen-month sequence of events.

Within that.,sequence'is a four-month "protocol prOcess." Each year the pr;Vost

wrote tb the deans describing appareht constraints on the budget and posing

detailed questions about the'school's plans. He then met.with them individually

to discuss their wishes and his convictions, and each dean wrote a budget

441I

rater detailing.his requests. The vice provost then prepared a detailed list

of all such requests for the provoses'conSideration.. This list and the
4

documentation provided by the deans gave the provost the opportunity to

consider alternative expe nditures simuLtanequsly. 10rthermore, there is

1972).

°evidence-that the provost rejected attempts to circumvent the pfocess by

bringing requests forward for adecision at same other time when tradeoff

values could.not have been considered (Miller 23 November 1971 and 13 October

Whether the provost had a wide range of alternatives to consider is a

matter of judgment': Each dean probably screened but many requests from

department's 'so that the provost never, saw theM. However, the provost

oereki ely had many alternatives. In the-Seven years for which complete sets

of dah's budget letters could be found, 284 requests for funds were made on

,

behalf of the thirty-eight departments in the study. Averaging 40.6 requests

per year, the provost had just over onerequest per department per'year. with

1

a mean of $9255 per request. These figures assume some proportion when viewed-

V
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in terms of the rate at which they were funded. Documentation of the provost's

decisions was available for the last four years of the study. ?D g that time;

the provost had 156 requests. He authorized general fundsin 9 (62%) of the

cases, bue'full funding for only 36 requests-(23%). The provost therefore had

lour times as many alternatives as he'thought merited full funding, and 1.6

times as many as he thought merited any general funds.

The evidence for simultaneous decisions is unegt.voca

quantity of alternatives shdws that he had'many more than he Could or would

fund, but this is not a criterion that 'allows for unequivocal assess ent.

Criterion 3: Consequences.' The third criterion deals with-the quality
400

of information available to the provost: Was it sufficient to allow him to

The evidence for

relate requests to his,preferencesthrough some understanding of costs and

effects?

Millet was quite clear in his expectation that deans' budget letters.wopld
,

4

provide him with objective information. "In all the reviews . .. reliance

will be placed heavily upon systematic evidence and carefully'considered

ju gments . . .
.-41nsupported views and anecdotal evidence of value will be

140,
of little assistance. . . . e" (21 Ocfpber 1974), In 1978, Miller asked for

"supporting argument and where relevant and available, documentation" for each

budget request in the deans' letters (15 October 1978). These letters were

not Miller's only source of information, however: "Though wy have both been

working on the 1975-6.budget since at least last Nay, the transtittal of the

accompanying protocol begins the more formal and focused budget process"

(Miller 21 October 1974). Still, the deans' budget letters ought to summarize

the information for each request, if the deans responded to the provosts

charge. Therefore, it is to'these letters that we turn for evidence about
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the provost's cause - effect information.

Whin requests affecting` multiple departments are consolidated, the deans

wrote 165 rationales for expenditure-requests in the'lasi seven years of the

perioe.. Content analysis was applied. to each rationale, using a six-item

dichotomous-choice questionnaire. Scoring involved answering yes (1) or no 0)'--

as to whether the dean's rationale:

41,

1. included explicit reference to meeting some goal or objective,

2. documented the need to solve the problem or meet the goal,

3.' referred to alternative means of meeting the need, other than the

means proposed, t

'4. defined results expected if the request is funded,

5. showed that the recommended solution has the most favorable cost-

benefit ratio, and

6. explicitly identified the value(s) that would be expressed by

funding the request.

The consistent theme of relating causes with desirable effects, which is

\central o the rational model, is readily apparent in these items. Summingitems`

the number of "yes" answers yielded a score.betUeen 'zero and six fox each

request rationale.- The scores of four raters yielded an average Pearson

product-moment correlation of .34--low in absolute value, but significant at

p <.02. The scores of the rater with the highest inter-rater correlations

were used for the following analysis.

The mean scoreor the 165 requests in this analysis was 3.15, with a

mode of 4.0. Most scores (69%) were either three or four, out of a total of

six possible points. According to these results, the deans gave the provost

some or most, but not all, of the.information he needed when they wrote their

'`
S

17
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budget letters.

15

While, the evidence is not strong, it is impressive when. viewed in. context.

The writing styles. of deans are idiosyncratic, as are their reasoning styles.

There is considerable evidence in the letters that deans and provost .

communicated both orally and writing about these requeSts in forwas other

than those evaluated in this analysis. That these deans' rationales for
P'

expenditure requests provide'as much information .as they do suggests thatrhe

prov ost is in a good position to choose rationally among them -- especially when

dealing`withthe satisficing decision rule of behavioral rationality rather

than the. optimizing rule of economic rationality.

Criterion 4: Choice: With reasonable confirmation of the first three
,

.

,

criteria, the analysis proceeded to a policy-capturing regression for the

fourth: -Whether the provost's choices were consistent with his goals. A

regresbion equation of the. form

Decision result = preference + preference + . . + preference
1 2 n

was needed. The left side of the equation, decision result, is the allocated

general funds for the operating budget of each academic department for each

of ten year6. Th at is the ourme_of the.budget decision process. Specifi-.

, . .

Lally, theendogenous variable is each department'syroportional:share of

general funds each year. 'Expressing the hadget as a proportion nets outIthe'
. . . )%. .

.

effects of inflation and across-the-board EldjuStments (Pfeffer and Moore

1980). The budget share variable will change from one year to the next only

if a decision is made that some departments will receive relatively more or

less than others receive.

As preference variables, the provost's list sinoluded academic importance,

student interest, potential for excellence, and funding potential. The

18
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regression equation requires a measure for each. Neither academic importance .-

nor funding potential proved susceptible to measurement, however. -The former

is not explicated fully enough in Miller's writings to allow fora sufficiently

concrete definition and the latter, Miller acknowledges, is difficult.to

extricate,from a ring of circular reasoning (1978). ,Omitting these two

variables does not bias a policy-capturing regression,- however, when the

rational model is not the economic version in which a full set of ordered.

preferences is expected. If Miller chose accord ,ig to any one or more of these

four goals, he satisfied the behavioral model of rationality. Therefore the

regression equition will be estimated &sing measures of tw f his goals.

The measure for student intereseis students', registration for courses
8E'

in the department. A strict test of the contribution of this goal is achieved

by. defining the measure as changes in the number sr-instructional units taught

by the department (lagged one year to allow those changes to be known to the

_/decisionmakers).' The correlation between instructional units and budget shares

before-Miller took office was already hig , r = .77, definingthe variable

as changes in instructional units tests the provost's, decisions without

allowing him the benefit bf historical.correlation. For-each of the ten years

in the study, student interest is defined as the number ofietudent instruc-

tional units taught in the year when, the budget-was decided, minus the
,

number taught in the previous year.
6 t
This measure was not expresseikas a-proportion for two reasons. First,

total Stanford enrollment was nearly constant throughout the decade, so

departmental changes'were not confoUnded by generalized growth, analogous

to fiscal inflation or across -the -board changes. _Furthermore, the most

defensible assumption-about the costAper student across departments wes-

t

1111111111111111111111111101111111111111111.111111'
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that those-costs
4
were equal. The alternative assumptioni were that costs per

ititudent at the margin varied by discipline or by department size. Although

=gent argumeRts can be made for eithar alternative, no agreed-upon algorithms

exist far,treating departments differently On these bases. In some departments,

the two effects may,cancellach other out. For present purposes., an equal

cost per student assumption was sufficiently precise.

The provost's priority on excellence cannot be measured as 'directly, but

a reasonable approximation can be developed by considering it from the prbvost's

point of view. One element is likely to be the national rank of a department

as seen by its peers. Since the faculty at Stanford are aware of their depart-

ment's rank (Washburn 1980), national rank may implicitly enter the provost'

assessment, too. This variable alone is not aufficieftt to measure excellence,

however, for three major reasons: (1) All Stanfdrd departments for which the

two most prominent surveys calculate/rm.:Rs are in the top twenty. There is

. not a great deal of variance among Stanford departments on this measure.

(2) The ratings are made by people outside Stanford4 as an insider, the

'provost has considerably more information available tohim. (3) Due to the

infrequency of reputational surveys, rank is a constant that does not capture

any subtle dynamics over the ten years of the study.

. Washburn (1980), in a study of faculty from fifteen of the departmen

the present study, found that service on university committees was the most

frequent response when faculty were asked., "What accomplishments bring a local,A

repUtation for excellence to a department?" In addition, two of the top three,

responses to that question and another about,what most affects administrators'

judgments of department strength had to do with research: popular discoveries,

important research, external research funding, and amount of research done.

20
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Given the difficultyof.measuring the importance of research, the research

emphasis in these,reSponses'can onlybe captured quantitatively by measuring

the'funding for research.:

Three demerits that arrlikAly to contribute to the-provost's assessment

' of excellence have been identified: national rank, committee representation,

and research funding. While'it is true that these erements might represent

an entirely different concept on another campug (a point to whi- ch we shall

A
return), the Washburn study of Stanford faculty supports them as compOnents of

perceived excellence on that campus.

Natipnal rank data were collected from ratings published in Roose an

Anders4 (1969) and Ladd and Upset; (1977), with only minor:discrepancies

between the two surveys in their placement of Stanf rd departments. Committee

'representation was each department's propor onal share of members on eleven

major university-wide policy committles. Unlike rank"; Whi ch was constant, over

time, committee representation and research funds varied each year. ReseArcb

funds were'each department's proportional-share of total grants- and contracts

received by all thirty-eight departments that year. _However, the number of

departments for the remainder of the analysis reduces,to twenty-four, since

fourteen were in disciplines for which no national ranks are calculated.

Cpmbining these three measures through faCtor analysis accomplishes Itwo

purposes: it allows assessment of the extent to which the three'items seem

to be measuring a single underlying construct and, if faCtor analysis does

yield only one factor, It creates a Single variable for the regression

equatinv where there Faid been'three measures of a. single provostial goal;

Using one yariabfg per concept conforms to standard regression practice.

The results of factor analysis are presented in table 3. .T111 thee

,
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;measures doyield a single factor in\which each variable makes a nearly

identical contribution to the concept and'41%,of the total variance in the

three variables is accounted for (Eigenvalue dIvidedby numbeeof-

The results support the idea that these three variables are components o a
. 0

single factor,"here called reputation rather than excellence becaUse we are

dealing with pexceivea excellence. The factor scores are used the following

regresiion to represent the provost's prio'rity on,excellence.
(7".

In order to correct for serial correlat ion that is inherent In timt aeries

c, budget equations, the regression was estimated using generalized leaa6 squares

(GLS) rather than 'ordinary least squares COLS) : GLS.requires'one additional ,

O '
'

1

variable in the regression equation, a lagged endogenous variable, budget share-
. 'er

.

in the previous year. The r esults'of the polidy=tapthring_regression were:
i.

Budget sharer = .001 + .93 budget sharet.-.1 + .008 chage in instructional

.

units + .12E-6 reputation factor,

R2 = ,9517

Additional technical data is provided in table 4. In-summary, the regression

.

equation shows that, ll three variables mike significant contribution

-s
/toc, . .,. .

explaining the variance in departmental budget bharest and that the two

variables representing the provost's priorities add°significantly to explained
e.

variance, beyond the contribution of incrementaTism (budget share'at t-1) alone.

The policy-capturing regression is clear in its support fqr the fourth

criterion of the rational model. The provost did allocate-general funds to

.

these departments in ways that were Consistent with his goals.

O

7.
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Discussion

s. Given that triangulation typically involves inconsistent and incomplete

evidence, the conclusion these results suggest is surprisingly clear: the

Stanford'budget jorocesk, at the level of final provostial decisions, was

compatible with bounded rationality. But placing the analysis in the context"

of previous budget studies reveals' a fatal flaw. As it happens,. the provost's

goals and the available eang for operationalizing them make the Stanford

policy-capturing equation early identical to the equations used to test for

43
the rational and bureaucratic models in Pfeffer and Salancik 1974, Hills and

:Mahoney 1978, and Pfeffer and Moore 1980. -Student credit hours were used in

, -

. all three as measures-of the bureaucratic modell, and in various contexts both

committee ,representation and research funding. were used as measures of the

political model. Furthermore; replicating each of these studies ;sing
ot,

Stanfoiedata produces results that are nearly identical to those of the

earlier studies (Chaff ee 1981),

The differences' between the earlier studies .and the Stanford results

reported here are these: ft.(1) The other studies relied entirely on a policy-
.

Capturing regression to identify decision models--they did not examine the

, stages and interactins of participants. (2) The other studies used mpdel-

identified goals rather thin participant-identified vals'as the exogenous

variables in the regression. (3T Using Stanford data, the multiple

correlation coefficient for the equations that replicated the earlier studies
4

'was actually smaller than that for the incrementalism equation that used only

budget shard at t-1 as the exogenous variable. That is, incrementalism alone

explained budget spares better than did the mod.als from previous studies.

23
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'Despite these differences in comprehensiveness And explanatory power between

the rational test and those of earlier studies, the similar results on the fourth

. madel_criterion cast significant doubt on the validity of the clear conclusion
t

, 1

one might otherwise have dIawt from 'these findings. Many interpretations are
#-- .

possible.
.

First, it could be that a policy-capturing regression thatA.ncludes

measures of two decision models aid doe's not include consideration of other

stages and interaptions in those decision models is an inadequate test. The

fact that Stanford performed so consistently on the rational model test, yet

also replicated the earlier, apparently contradictory, results, could be taken

to demonstrate that the,earlier.method does not provide valid results.
11/

-Alternatively, every, campus may be different from any other, such that

the select,ion,oP-variables to represent models must be (a) tailored to the

campus in question and (by independently verified, as was done through the

Washburn study at Stanford and through faculty surveys in two of the earlidt

o budget studies. This possibility is intellectually unsatisfying, inasmuch as

research customarily,involves the search for regularities rather than the

search for uniqueness, andit is, methodologicilly burdensome.,

Third, it may be rational, in the colloquial meaning of !!readonable,"

to be political and bureaucratic in allocating university resources. It is

easy toimagine that any budget process will have elements, of all three models.
',

,, As long as there is incrementalism, bureaucracy will rule the budget base;

furthermore, as long as certain measurable elements of workload are-resent,

as is true with student credit hours, some comp4ent of fair-share allocation

by changes in workload is likely. The base proiAdes stability, the workload
4

allocation proviTes-diuity --two qualities, that fit well within the definition
a .1

of reasonableness.

24
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It is also reasonable that politics will enter into virtually any process

c
that is not analytically deterministic- -that is, any process involving judgmeht.

Tice preferences of the judge become known to the contenders, who (a) have

°differing levels of prefOred qualities at the beginning, (b) have differing

#' levels of otivation to influence the judgment, (c) have differing capacities

)1to develo the preferred qualities, and (d) havediffering capacities to appear

to have the preferred-qualities. These differences cotbine.to make politicking

inevitable and to prelient the judge from obtaining full and unbiaged information. ..

J ,

Yet if some actors have more of what the judge Wants, or are willing and able

to wofk harder or change more to get it, there is a certain justice or

reasonableness in their finding greater benefit than the rest.

Fourth, perhaps it is politic to be rational, especially in the context

of a major research university.' Most of the key actors at Stanford are

scientists of various kinds, or they are engaged in other critical intellectual

1

functions in w hich they value. objectivity, demonstrable causal relationships,

and other attributes of rationality. When coupled with the common normative

bias for rational decisions in our Western-culture, this kind of training and
4% e

orientation of the participants is likety to foster behavior that appears

rational. Rational behavior may not only be customary, it may be effective

in getting what one wants, while exhortation, bargaining, atd'other typical

tools of the political decision process would not be effective political tools

in this setting.

Finally, it may be that when it comes to budgeting, any'decision process

will produce, results that are indistinguishable fr m tJie results of any other

process. With incrementalism account for 94% of the variance in budgets,

there is virtually no latitude for outcome variation, nor.O.s there Much

25
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substantive significance associated with such variation --symbolic perhaps, but

not substantive. So the satisfaction or,dissatisf4iction of participants with,
11.

the ftocess may depend not on how much moii-eY they receive, but rather,oil

whether they can appreciate the process that produced the decision. If they

can believe ii the validity of the criteria that produced/that outcome; and

in the ppocess by whiar they ar.e measured against those priterie, then they

maybe satisfied with'the outcomes as well.

6

Conclusion
CA 4 NJ%

4

This study leqds,further confirmation to the findings.of Allison (1971)

and Weil 1977) regarding'the difficulty of describing an orginizatiohal

decision process in terms of a single theoretical model. Future studies along

these lines would. do well to focus on understanding how the models interact-
.

by levels of analysis? by stages of-the decision process?

More generally, the Stanford results suggest the liked to make a fundamental

distinction between the outcome of a decision process and the process-itself.

Perhaps outcomes ire identical regardless of decision process. pi one can

Aeffect a rational propess without disturbing the (political and bureaucratic)

forces that create decision -outcomes. Less cynically, t1 importance of

establishing a'satisfactory decision process may be quite independent of the

need for a change in the decision outcomes; The normative flavor of rationality

leads many to assume that a rational decision is a better decision, when4h

/act a rational'decision may simply be the outcome áf a more comfortable,

process.
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Table 1

Criteria to Test for the Rational Model at Stanford

Rational Model Decision Element Criterion

. Goals,

known, a priori preference function Stanford's provost had and expressed
a consistent set of budget allocation
priorities throughout the 1970s.

a.

Altsphatives
Csearch for means to desired ends The provost considered a wide range of

expenditure alternatives, making his
selections simultaneously rather than
sequentially.

.Consequences
likelihood of produciniedesited The provost considered all the

outcames expenditure alternatives with information
about their costs and enefits.

Choice . ,

elect'the maximizing alternative ..The provost 'chose expenditure

alternatives that enacted his set of
budget allocation priorities.
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Criterion

Goals

Alternatives

Consequences

Choice

L

z
0

Table 2

O

Tests for the Rational Model Criterii

Quantitative Tests

tt

number of requests

content analysis

policy-capturing
regression

ti

Qualitative Tests

written documentation

written documentation
participant observation



Table 3

Factor Analysis forReputation

Factor Loading - Est. Commulaity

Share of grants and contracts .64924 .24395

. . .. Share of committee members --- .63929 .23880

National rank* -.63474 .23638

Eigenvalue:. 1.2331

Pooled cross sections (24 departments, 10 years).
*Natibnal rank is inversely scored.

2,
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Table 4 .

Policy-Capturing Regression-for Criterion Four .

Regression equation

Budgets ='.001 + .93 budgets
-1

+ .0008 units change + .12E-6 reputation

R
2

= .95151U

Variables

Mean Std. Dev.I

Budget shares, .033 .015,

Budget-shares
-1

.033 .015

Reputation -.96E-7 .82

Units changa -37,89 1732.17

Correlations
Budgs_i Reput.

..97

Tests for significance of contribution to R
2 #

.c

Units chg.

.62 : -.03

.61 -.06

-.03

Unique. contribution:
Full model variables' Restricted model Variable tested

budget shares
-1

reputation
units change

budget shares
-1rttation

un is change

Total contribution

budget ire
reputat

-1

budget share
units change'

budget shares_,
reputation

reputation

e

units change

budget share
t-

.

1
reputatiOn A

Nik
budget s are

t-1
budget shares

-1
units change

units ch e

*Significant t P<.01 ,

R2
ft;

R
2

.951715, .94683 23.87*

.951715 .94838 16.30*

.948379 .94368 21.57*-

.946831 .94368 14.04*

\
Since this study used data from h population, not a sample, significance tests-

.

that depend on the standard error of estimate are inappropriate. Since what we

really wantsts,know in this.study is whether each variable contributes to
explained variance above the explanatioh of incremenlalism (budget at t-1)2alone,
"significance" of these variables is defined in terms bf contribution to A .

Both the unique and total contributions of each variable are significant.
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